Geoscientists are currently proposing ways to manage solar radiation and climate change with “stratospheric aerosols” the dispersal or spraying of sulfates, aluminum and other fine particulates in our atmosphere. In spite of such proposals, jets that spray aerosols in the sky have been seen for over a decade in many countries of the world. Yet governments and official agencies have repeatedly denied this activity.

**WARNING** Aerosol spraying forms artificial clouds that spread to create a “sky shield”. The sky shield reduces sunlight and has resulted in “global dimming”. This is not a conspiracy theory, it is a conspiracy FACT!. This program is documented. According to NASA, the world had already seen a 20% loss of sunlight this causes HARM and creates the following:

- Dangerous levels of aluminum and barium are being found in soil and water samples taken nationwide. Both elements are highly toxic.
- Increases Human Health Problems Such As: Asthma, Eye & Skin Irritations, Raspy Throats, Pneumonia-Like Symptoms, & More (Many Toxic Chemicals & Particles Released)
- Human rates of respiratory and neurological ailments have risen exponentially, with asthma at near epidemic levels in children.
- Increases in molds, mildew, and viruses
- Lack of Vitamin D and Associated Human Health Problems
- Reduces Solar Panel Power Production
- Tree and plant life is rapidly declining, Increasing Acid Rain, Air, Soil & Water Pollution
  
  Why are the trees dying or in decline in your area?
- Reduced Photosynthesis = Lower Crop Production and Increased Declines in Tree Health
- Negative Effects on Biodiversity and Oceans (Ocean Iron Fertilization + Other Experiments)

**WHO IS DOING THIS TO US?**

Private Corporations, Government Agencies (CIA, Navy), the Military, Universities and Private Individuals are NOW and have been in the past Modifying Our Weather and Conducting Atmospheric Experiments without Public Consent.

**WHAT YOU CAN DO IMMEDIATELY . . .**

Copy this flyer and distribute to all, including neighbors and friends, even out of state. Inform your city council members, county supervisors, state senators, assembly persons, police departments and all medical professionals in your area.

Knowledge is power - Order bumper stickers at ToxicSky.org at cost.

Environmental testing reveals the content of the fallout to include fibers, metal particulates and biological elements, many of which are microscopic. These micro-particles enter our bodies, eluding our immune systems and impairing our health. Some of the particles are artificially engineered and are self replicating. HAARP (High Frequency Active Aurora Research Program) is a military surveillance operation located in Alaska that generates electromagnetic frequencies. Several such facilities exist on the planet today. Their activity, combined with the spraying of aerosols is responsible for “climate change” and is officially attributed to runaway “global warming”. Our environment is deliberately being altered...

AboutTheSky.com CarnicomInstitute.org GeoengineeringWatch.org NewYorkSkywatch.com Aircrap.org ToxicSky.org - (Listen to Dr. Bill Deagle’s Interview)
Look up! Your world is being artificially created

- Climate and Weather Changes
- No Public Oversight
- No Public Notification
- No Public Debate
- Geoengineering Solar Radiation Management Schemes
- Global Dimming
- New Volcano Eruptions
- Rickets & Human Health Declines
- Soil pH Changes/Dying Trees
- No More Blue Skies
- Drought-Reduced Rainfall
- Unknown Consequences
- Reflective Particles & Man-made clouds
- Honey Bee & Pollinator Decline
- Today’s Weather...Artificially Created
- Micro-climate Disruptions
- Ozone Depletion Increases

GEOENGINEERING is defined as “planetary-scale environmental engineering of our atmosphere, our weather, the oceans, and the Earth itself”. These experimental schemes, that will be or have been implemented, require no public notification, consent or oversight.

GEOENGINEERING schemes include SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT which involves intentionally introducing particles, chemicals, or gases into our upper atmosphere to reduce the amount of direct sunlight reaching the Earth. These schemes also include cloud whitening experiments (using salt and other particulates), and putting more water vapor (a greenhouse gas), into the atmosphere to create man-made clouds; an artificial cloud cover.

The metals in the aerosols are ionized (electrically charged). The air we live in is now a plasma - able to conduct energy. It has been weaponized. Aerosol programs are a global covert operation. They are capable of affecting and controlling storms and the earth's electrical balance. They can manipulate radio frequencies and the electromagnetic spectrum for military and surveillance purposes. They can alter human awareness and behavior.

The spraying of aerosols is saturating our atmosphere with particulate matter that has whitened our once blue sky. The visibility on the earth has been greatly reduced. A direct, data-based correlation exists between particulate levels in the air and our mortality.

Patrick Minnie, NASA 2007 (Discovery Channel Program): “...This one particular aircraft produced a contrail that covered an area of four thousand square kilometers and lingered for six hours. But we also found that there were (not produced) contrails covering much larger areas and lasting more than twenty hours...”

LIST OF A FEW UNCONTROLLED GEOENGINEERING EXPERIMENTS:

- NASA Particle & Chemical Release Experiments (CRRES) Barium-Strontium-Lithium-Calcium-SF6 (Sulfur hexafluoride) and other ionospheric experiments – Rockets
- Aluminum Coated Fiberglass Releases (Chaff) – All branches of the U.S. Military (tons)
- Intentional & Experimental Weather Modification Programs & Experiments
- Upper Atmospheric Experiments Using Rockets and Airplanes
- Man-Made Cloud Experiments – Water Vapor Experiments – Cloud Whitening Experiments
- U.S. Navy / NASA Charged Aerosol Release Experiment (CARE-2009) using Rockets to Release an atmospheric aluminum oxide dust cloud over the East Coast of the U.S.


WATCH YOUTUBE VIDEO - What in the World Are They Spraying by G. Edward Griffin and Michael Murphy
Search YOUTUBE for Dutch Sinse
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